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“I take security for granted when
I work with Atomic Data. It’s not
something I feel like I have to
second guess.”

“The relationship and the trust is
there with Atomic Data. Our teams
now communicate with Atomic Data
about everything.”

“In the era of work from home,
Atomic Data enabled greater
performance for our business-critical
terminal servers and in turn a more
efficient workforce.”

CHALLENGES
With a very small internal IT team,
Lockridge Grindal Nauen needed
subject matter expertise. Large data
stores with advanced technology needs
made managing their IT solutions
difficult, and given the nature of their
firm’s data, they needed a trusted
advisor who could provide
engineering excellence.

CHALLENGES
With BWF’s prior vendor, the
unthinkable happened — an encryption
project failure that resulted in
disastrous data loss. Support calls
went unanswered and staff stopped
asking for tech support. To add to the
headaches, staff turnover with BWF’s
prior vendor skyrocketed.

CHALLENGES
Atticus Admin’s remote access servers
had not been provisioned properly,
resulting in both performance problems
and an inability to scale. And with more
people working from home due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, performance
issues accelerated.

SOLUTIONS
Using its deep bench of subject matter
expertise, Atomic Data implemented
advanced NetApp storage and
enterprise-grade connectivity. Atomic
Data also provided data center services,
24x7 network support and monitoring,
and infrastructure lifecycle management.

SOLUTIONS
Atomic Data executed a complete
network overhaul for BWF, resulting in
a trusted IT partnership for staff and
clientele. Atomic Cloud® private hosting
would prevent future data loss and 24x7
IT Security as a Service would give BWF
management peace of mind.

SOLUTIONS
Atomic Cloud® private hosting brought
Atticus Admin’s server performance
to the next level. With a virtual server
migration, dedicated environment
build, virtual firewall and remote access
VPN implementation, Atomic Data
significantly improved their operations.
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